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In the United States, the number one cosmetic procedure that women go for is breast surgery.
According to the American Society of Plastic Surgery, about 300,000 individuals go through breast
augmentation each year. Patients of cosmetic surgery centers frequently experience a boost in their
self-confidence and a positive change with their perspective in life.

If you are living in San Francisco and you are planning to go through a breast enhancement
treatment, there are many plastic surgery centers and hospitals you can select from. Once you
identify the cosmetic surgeon and institution you like, carry out a lot of research before having an in-
depth conversation with the doctor. The breast implants, for instance, are an essential part of breast
enhancement. Here are some suggestions about how to choose the right implants for you:

Find out what â€œlookâ€• you like. Before you decided to go under the knife, you probably pictured that
image in your mind on how your improved breasts would look like. Whether you want it to become
like a swimsuit modelâ€™s bosom in mags or merely shapely enough to appear younger, you should
ensure that itâ€™s the appearance you would like to live with for a long time. You would not want to
spend a lot for revisions and risk lying on the operating table repeatedly.

Execute the Rice Test. Several surgeons for breast augmentation Bay Area women seek advice
from regarding implant sizes recommend executing the Rice Test. Considering that implant volume
is measured in â€œccâ€• (cubic centimeters), the Rice Test permits you to calculate how you will look and
feel with various implant sizes by putting rice bags inside your bra. For every cup size that you want
to add to your chest area, you need to use around 150cc to 200cc of rice.

Make use of sizing systems. If you've got an additional budget for breast augmentation San
Francisco private treatment centers offer, you can request for breast sizers that are less
uncomfortable compared with rice bags but cost much more. These sizing systems are affixed to
your bra through special straps and fabric tape to ensure the simulated breast implants are in place.
As opposed to rice bags, you can wear them under your garments during the day and feel the
breasts you want prior to surgery.

Speak with your cosmetic surgeon. Specialists in breast enhancement San Francisco patients
believe in are open to answering concerns. Donâ€™t be reluctant to point out your objectives. Your
surgeon can give professional assistance if what you want can be carried out or how you can get
close to your ideals. If you wish to know more about how breast implants work, log on to
science.howstuffworks.com.
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For more details, search a breast augmentation Bay Area, a breast augmentation San Francisco,
and a breast enhancement San Francisco in Google for related information.
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